Complete Energy
Care Solutions
Get the best from your energy
investment with expert operations
and maintenance services.
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The Power of Operations and Maintenance
Powering Sustainability
Drive a more sustainable future across
the long term by ensuring compliance
with green regulation and employee safety.

Powering Performance
Keep your energy equipment running
optimally to maximise ROI, reduce risk
and deliver greater cost predictability.

Powering Resilience
Improve ongoing operation and usage,
maximise the lifespan of equipment
and keep your business productive.
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Getting the best from
your energy investment
Maximise the effectiveness and lifespan of your energy
solutions with a preventative and ongoing operations
and maintenance (O&M) package.
Delivering optimal performance is key to fulfilling the potential for maximum
productivity and savings from your energy assets. By keeping technology
up-to-date, higher rates of efficiency are more easily achievable.
Choosing aftercare services from Centrica Business Solutions means you’re
working with one of the world’s leading energy and solution partners.
We deliver unrivalled end-to-end O&M services across the globe to organisations
of all sizes – giving us the scale, know-how and expertise needed to best support
your business’ changing needs.

International service capability
We have the expertise to support your organisation with your assets’ operation
and maintenance across the world.
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Why your organisation needs an O&M package
When deploying a new distributed energy asset
on your site, it is important to also consider the aftercare.
Our Complete Energy Care Solutions packages can support your
business with dedicated, flexible operations and maintenance support.
How does O&M support your business?
Optimise performance & uptime

Maximise efficiency & lifetime savings

Keep your energy equipment running optimally:

Reduce your energy costs and environmental impact:

• Maximise ROI, ensuring it continues to
support your changing business needs

• Improve the ongoing operation and usage
of your equipment to deliver savings

• Identify and address potential problems
before they can impact your business

• Maintain equipment in line with manufacturer
recommendations and maximise performance

• Reduce the risk, cost and disruption caused
by unplanned outages or poor performance

• Gain greater control over the costs involved
in operating and maintaining your equipment

Stay safe & compliant
Gain the peace of mind that you have all the bases covered:
• Ensure the safety of your equipment, site and people
• Stay compliant with changing industry regulations
and carbon reduction targets
• Get assistance in application of appropriate certifications
to benefit from tax relief and subsidies
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243

11k

1.7k

Experienced field technicians
supporting organisations across
Europe, the Americas and UK&I

Enhanced support provided by our
wider Centrica team of technicians
and engineers across UK&I

Number of organisations
we support with O&M
services globally
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How Complete Energy
Care Solutions can help
We are committed to helping you maximise the output of all systems and provide
you with a tailored O&M service that fits with your business requirements.

Always looking out for you
Our services are delivered by highly trained, qualified engineers, backed
by state-of-the-art smart technologies, automated systems and advanced analytics.

We will:
• Ensure optimal asset operation with remote monitoring
• Simplify management of your energy equipment
• Be alerted to potential problems or faults – enabling swift resolution
• Gain real-time insights and analyse where savings can be made

Keeping you in control
For us, transparency and accountability is everything – keeping you in the know and
helping you take greater control of the way your business uses and consumes energy.
We provide:
• Clear and comprehensive reporting on all assets and solutions
• Knowledge of how equipment is performing and the savings you’re making
• Data-led decision making with access to unique online tools
• Flexible service agreements to give you the required level of support

There when you need us
Our service team is on the road, nationwide and at the end of the phone 365 days
a year – enabling us to be highly responsive to your business demands.
We offer:
• Regular inspections that match manufacturer guidelines
• Minor and major service works or component overhauls
• Rapid reactive support to rectify faults and maximise availability
• Named account managers serving as a direct point of contact
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Combined heat and power (CHP)

Maximise energy savings and the longevity of your combined
heat and power solution with our industry-leading service plans.

Optimise performance & uptime

Maximise efficiency & lifetime savings

We help you realise the maximum benefit of your solution,
ensuring optimal performance and control:

We help you realise the full potential of your solution; maximising
its lifespan, cost reduction and carbon savings potential:

• Round-the-clock remote monitoring of your CHP

• Continuously assess ways to improve
unit operation and efficiency

• Real-time identification, diagnosis and fault fixing
• Regular, periodic maintenance and inspection
by expert engineers
• Rapid reactive maintenance, including
component replacement

• Enable greater visibility and control
over CHP performance
• Maintain your CHP in accordance
with manufacturer guidelines
• Provide guidance on how to optimise
usage and maximise savings

Stay safe & compliant
We ensure the safety and quality of your solution;
safeguarding your peace of mind and regulatory compliance:
• Fully qualified and trained service engineers
to optimise performance
• Highest Health & Safety standards
and Gas Safe accreditation
• Ability to manage CHP Quality Assurance
certification process
• CHPQA support to access reduced rate
Carbon Change Levy
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Proven success
Alton Towers

We provide a consolidated
service package acting as
CHP manufacturer, installer
and service provider.

Our expert support team is
responsible for operation
and maintenance of the
on-site CHP – ensuring any
issues are dealt with quickly.

State-of-the-art
monitoring provides
cloud-based analytics.

12%

cut in
energy costs
per annum

80%

energy efficiency
achieved
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CHP

Choosing the right service plan
We offer a choice of industry leading CHP service plans – giving you the level
of care your business requires.
And if you want to switch from an existing service partner
to Centrica Business Solutions, we’ll make the transition
as seamless and effortless as possible.

Choose the package and contract length that best
suits you. Or talk to us about building a plan tailored
to your exact needs.

Service plans

Includes

Standard
For organisations that want to look after their CHP
installation, knowing we are only a phone call away.

• Remote monitoring

Premier
For organisations that want to keep their CHP running
optimally, knowing they have remote and routine
maintenance fully covered.

All the benefits of the Standard package plus

• Discounted rates on labour and materials
• Access to a dedicated CHP Support Service Desk –
available 7 days a week/365 days a year

• Pre-planned routine servicing – in line with
manufacturer guidelines and includes parts, oil, labour
and waste removal
• Remote monitoring & support for your CHP – including
automatic fault reporting
• Access to a dedicated Service Desk – available 7 days
a week/365 days a year
• Monthly performance and saving reports

Premier Plus
For organisations that want complete peace of mind from
their CHP with a plan that provides all the support they need,
whenever they need it – maximising availability, performance
and long-term savings.

All the benefits of Premier plan plus
• Comprehensive maintenance – including all parts and
labour to rectify faults or repairs in the cost of the plan
• Option to include cost of minor and major overhaul
and reconditioning work to avoid any unexpected
financial outlay down the line
• Up to 40% improvement on equipment availability

Accreditations
Achilles

CHAS

Safecontractor

Gas Safe

CSCS
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Solar

Deliver sustainable performance and protect your solar installation
in the long-term with our committed team of O&M professionals.

Optimise performance & uptime

Maximise efficiency & lifetime savings

Good maintenance of your solar installation is critical
to ensure its effective performance and maximise power
generation. We provide:

We help you maximise the value of your investment
and give you greater visibility into performance. We enable:

• Real-time remote monitoring and diagnostics –
subject to connection
• Preventative maintenance to reduce risk
of faults and outages
• Rapid reactive maintenance to remedy faults
and restore the plant

• Benefit from guaranteed savings
• Access to greater visibility over how your
solar installation is performing
• Identification of post go-live improvements solar
installation operation
• Maintenance of your installation in accordance
with manufacturer guidelines

• Utilisation of the latest technologies,
such as drones, for inspections

Stay safe & compliant
We help protect your solution from exposure to the elements
and keep people or members of the public safe. We deliver:
• Regular inspection, maintenance and certification
of your installation
• Assurance of well maintained components,
including low & high voltage

Proven success
The London Borough of Southwark

We were responsible
for installation and
now provide ongoing
maintenance for their
solar PV system.

750

generated
at peak output

337

reduction
in CO2 emissions

kW

tonnes

• Identification of health and safety issues
relating to your site
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Solar

Choosing the right service plan
We offer a choice of solar O&M service plans – giving you the level
of support and confidence your business requires.
Choose the package and contract length that best suits you.
Or talk to us about building a plan tailored to your exact needs.

And if you want to switch from an existing service partner
to Centrica Business Solutions, we’ll make the transition
as seamless and effortless as possible.

Service plans

Includes

Standard

• Annual servicing of the solar PV installation

For organisations that want to look after their solar
installation – with an annual service.

• Access to a dedicated solar Support Service Desk –
available 7 days a week / 365 days of the year

Premier
For organisations that want the assurance their solar
installation is being maintained to the highest safety
and performance standards.

All the benefits of the Standard package plus
• Round-the-clock remote monitoring & diagnostics
• Bi-annual inspection & servicing of the solar
PV installation
• Annual cleaning of PV modules
• Availability guarantees (subject to spares/warranty
lead times)
• All repairs carried out within specific time frames

Premier Plus
For organisations that want to guarantee the optimal
performance of their solar installation for complete peace of
mind – maximising power generation and cost savings while
reducing their dependence on the grid.

All the benefits of the Premier package plus
• Quarterly site visits
• Annual thermal imaging of solar PV modules
• Performance Guarantee
• Comprehensive site performance reporting

Accreditations
CSCS

Safecontractor

BS 7671 18th Edition “Requirements for Electrical Installations, IET Wiring Regulations”
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Electric vehicle charging

Ensure uptime and availability of your electric vehicle (EV)
charging infrastructure and energy solutions with our managed service.

Optimise charger uptime

Maximise charger energy efficiency

We help you manage performance and stay in control
with the data, analytics and status updates you need:

We help you realise the full potential of your solution;
maximising its lifespan, energy cost management
and carbon savings:

• Ensure the smooth running of your
charging infrastructure
• Check real-time network status and detailed
station availability
• Easily access performance snapshots to the EV
charger-and-port level in real-time
• View network performance for every port
and charger in real-time

Ensure charger availability
We ensure the continued operation of your solution;
safeguarding your peace of mind and driver access:
• Dedicated account manager support
for call centre escalations
• Regular, periodic maintenance and inspection
by expert engineers
• Rapid reactive maintenance to charger
and system-wide faults
• Automatic operational alerts
when stations or ports are fully repaired

• Check and download hourly and daily utilisation
data for chargers
• View charging sessions, avoided CO2, saved fuel
and earned revenue
• Schedule, configure, and download customised reports
• Keep chargers below site power capacity with load
balancing services

Proven success
Business Innovation Park in Northamptonshire

Our remote monitoring
capability recently
highlighted a fault with
a charger and we quickly
dispatched a technician
to resolve.

As part of the package
the Business Park is
utilising our remote
monitoring services and
driver billing system.

We provide a consolidated
service package supporting
5 dual socket AC chargers.

140

Dedicated field
technicians supporting
organisations in the UK

27/7

On-the-road call
centre support
provided 365 days
per year
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Electric vehicles

Choosing the right service plan
We offer a choice of operation and maintenance packages for charging infrastructure,
as well as market-leading tools and support for drivers.
Our service plans give you the level of care your business requires.
All our packages include access to our dedicated
Driver App and Call Centre support.

Driver App

Call Centre

Our mobile-friendly app enables your drivers to set up
a personal account to manage their EV.

Our 24/7 call centre is available to support drivers
with resolving any issues or charger faults.

• Create and manage an account

• Remote driver charging control

• Configure payment details and view transactions

• Charger troubleshooting and charger resets

• Locate chargers and start / stop remotely

• Driver account enquiries

• Track vehicle status and receive alerts

• Password reset and account changes

• View notifications and reports

• Charger issue escalation

To keep your charging setup in optimal condition, choose the package and contract length that best suits you.
Or talk to us about building a plan tailored to your exact needs.
And if you want to switch from an existing service partner to Centrica Business Solutions, we’ll make the transition
as seamless and effortless as possible.

Service plans

Includes

Standard

• Monday–Friday 7am–7pm call centre support

For organisations that want to look after their EV chargers,

• Account management

maximising uptime for the working week.

• Charger management software & remote monitoring
• Next working day engineer call out

Premier
For organisations that want to maximise their charger
uptime and know they have remote and routine
maintenance fully covered.

All the benefits of the Standard package plus
• 24/7 call centre support
• Account management
• Charger management software & remote monitoring
• Next day engineer call out
• Triannual preventative maintenance visit
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Heat pumps

Guarantee continuous, efficient and carbon-free heating and cooling
for your organisation with our expert O&M support service teams.

Optimise performance & uptime

Maximise efficiency & lifetime savings

After investing in a heat pump, looking after the unit
and ensuring it performs at its best is vital.
Here’s how we can help:

Our aim is to help you reap maximum benefit from your
heat pump – maximising its lifespan, cost and carbon
savings potential:

• Round-the-clock remote monitoring of your heat pump

• Identification of ways to improve ongoing operation
of your unit

• Real-time identification, diagnosis and fault fixing
• Regular, periodic maintenance and inspection
by expert engineers
• Rapid reactive maintenance, including
component replacement

• Enabling of greater visibility and control over
heat pump performance
• Maintenance of heat pump in line
with manufacturer guidelines
• Provision of guidance on how to optimise usage
to maximise savings

Stay safe & compliant

Proven success
Supermarket chain invests in ground source
heat pump technology

We’re committed to assuring both the safety and quality of
your heat pump operation for your complete peace of mind:
• Provision of dedicated service engineers
• Fully qualified & trained workforce
to Health & Safety standards
• Management ongoing metering and measurement
& verification requirements for subsidy schemes

We identified the carbon
reducing benefit of geothermal
technology to regulate the
heating/cooling of several
supermarkets.

We designed a solution for
implementing sustainable
heating/cooling and provide
ongoing operation and
maintenance on all sites.

£2m

Spare parts available for quick-dispatch
from our warehouses

1.2k

Organisations we are supporting with
O&M services in the UK
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Boiler and plantrooms
We offer a choice of service plans for boilers, chillers and plantroom
optimisation, giving you the level of support your business requires.

Optimise performance & uptime

Maximise efficiency & lifetime savings

We’ll help you keep essential heating, cooling and water
services fully operational and performing at their best:

We help you efficiently run your boiler and plantroom
to minimise unnecessary and unforeseen costs:

• Provide regular inspections and operational reports

• Maintain equipment in accordance with manufacturer
guidelines

• Deliver preventative maintenance to reduce faults
and outages
• Provide rapid reactive maintenance, including
part replacement
• Minimise disruption to business as usual at all times

• Maximise longevity and performance of all components
• Track and re-calibrate meters to ensure accurate readings
• Ensure equipment fully qualifies for any grants
and incentives

Proven success
Hywel DDA Trust
Stay safe & compliant
We eliminate the complexity and risks associated with ensuring
your site is fully compliant for your complete peace of mind:
• Ensure compliance with boiler and plantroom regulations
• Stay safe with regular site visits, inspections and tests

The boiler was under
performing and frequently
unavailable.

We took responsibility
for boiler maintenance.

As a result, we’re helping
to optimise plant performance
– maximising availability and
reducing the risk of unplanned
downtime.

Schedules were put in
place to ensure planned
maintenance was
completed on time.

• Construct and manage your asset list
• Ensure standards with contractor auditing and management

We reviewed all existing
contractors, introducing new
processes and procedure to
raise standards.

1MW

biomass boiler
in operation
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Boiler and plantrooms

Choosing the right service plan
We offer a choice of Boiler & Plant Optimisation service plans – giving you the level
of support your business requires.
Choose the package and contract length that best suits you
or talk to us about building a plan tailored to your exact needs.
And if you want to switch from an existing service partner
to Centrica Business Solutions, we’ll make the transition
as seamless and effortless as possible.

Our service plans are ideally placed to meet the needs
of your site – from schools and leisure centres to
manufacturing plants, offices and retail outlets.

Scope of services
• Steam boilers / medium temperature hot water

• HV / LV servicing / electrical fixed installation testing

• Gas / oil boilers / biomass boilers

• Pump maintenance / water treatment

• Ground source / air source heat pumps

• Plate heat exchangers / PV servicing

• Air conditioning / chiller / absorption

• Condition based monitoring

Service plans

Includes

Standard

All the basics needed to stay compliant including

For organisations that want to ensure their plant
is compliant with regulations and guidelines.

• Site asset survey, weekly and monthly checks
• Build & maintenance of asset database
• Plant visual health, meter and valve calibration checks
• Contractor management and remedial quotes
• Access to a dedicated Support Service Desk – available
7 days a week/365 days a year

Premier
For organisations that want to maximise the availability and
performance of their plant, while ensuring compliance.

All the benefits of the Compliance package with
• Planned routine maintenance including parts & labour
• Ongoing plant optimisation and availability guarantees
• Remote monitoring, monthly performance reports

Premier Plus
For organisations that want complete peace of mind their
plant is performing optimally – with a fully comprehensive
support plan.

All the benefits of Premier plan plus
• Comprehensive maintenance and plantroom admin
• Asset management, capacity market metering support
and thermal/vibration condition monitoring
• Option to include cost of minor or major overhaul
& reconditioning

Accreditations
Achilles

CHAS

Safecontractor

Gas Safe

Compliance with all appropriate EU
directives as implemented in UK
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Electrical maintenance and training
Businesses can’t afford interruptions in productivity,
particularly preventable ones.

Optimise performance & uptime

Maximise efficiency & lifetime savings

Unplanned power outages can have damaging and costly
consequences for your business and its productivity. That’s why
it pays to maintain your electrical infrastructure to the highest
standards. We can support your business:

Our aim is to help you ensure the efficient and effective
operation of your electrical equipment to avoid unforeseen
and unexpected costs. We focus on:

• Providing periodic inspections and equipment
health checks to ensure your electrical infrastructure
is in optimal condition
• Offering a range of maintenance and fault fixing services

Stay safe & compliant
Looking after your electrical equipment is essential – not only
to ensuring your business can perform effectively, but also
safely. We can help by:
• Minimising health and safety risks where electrical
elements are involved
• Assisting your business in complying with the Electricity
at Work Regulations, the IET Wiring Regulations BS7671
and PUWER, The Provision and Use of Work Equipment
Regulations 1998
• Ensuring your staff is fully trained – conforming
to the latest standards and legislation

• Helping you improve productivity by maximising
the longevity of your equipment and ensuring it’s
in the best condition to meet your business demands
• Constantly looking at ways we can improve the ongoing
management and maintenance of your electrical
infrastructure, while staying compliant

Proven success
Portakabin

Portakabins are now used
as hospitals, schools, health
centres and offices in
7 countries across the world.

We are responsible for
inspecting and testing the
fixed wiring to ensure total
safety and compliance.

By managing the whole
testing process, we enable
Portakabin to focus on
innovation and pushing
the boundaries of portable
buildings.

Rigorous testing must be
applied to each one of its
customers’ hire centres to
ensure they’re fit for purpose.

250,000m2 production facility

tested annually
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Electrical maintenance and training

Choosing the right service plan
We offer a broad range of services that can be tailored to meet
the specific needs of your organisation:

A range of electrical services to meet your needs
Design & installation services

Whether it’s ensuring the efficient and safe installation of
your electrical equipment, looking at ways you can reduce
your energy through intelligent design, or maintaining your
infrastructure to ensure it performs effectively – we have
the expertise to support you.

Compliance & periodic inspections

Benefit from our 3 tiered inspection services, designed to
ensure your compliance with industry regulations and give
you peace of mind – from Electrical Safety Assessments
to Portable Appliance Testing and Full Periodic Wiring
Inspection and Testing.

Electrical training services

Keep your employees safe and your business operating
smoothly with our extensive range of electrical
courses – ensuring compliance with the latest
standards and legislation.

Electrical vehicle charge points

Our end-to-end services make it easy to install
and maintain dedicated charging solutions
for your electrical vehicles. Ideal for businesses
of any size – from sole trader to fleet operator.

Accreditations
Achilles

17

CHAS

Safecontractor

CSCS
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Complete performance visibility with PowerRadarTM
Simplify your energy management and inform your strategy with actionable
intelligence delivered by our integrated energy management platform.

PowerRadar is our industry-leading energy management software that will sit at the very
heart of your energy strategy, bringing the intelligence and visibility you need to understand
and analyse your entire energy estate into a single, powerfully simple platform.
This cloud-based, secure software provides you with the
flexibility to view and manage your energy from anywhere
while retaining confidence that your data is secure.

Use the intelligence from PowerRadar to develop
an informed, data-driven energy strategy.

PowerRadar gives you complete, real-time visibility of your energy-generating assets:
Solution integration:

Advanced performance visualisation in real-time:

• PowerRadar is built for the future and designed
in-house to evolve with your energy strategy.

• Visualise and monitor the performance of your on-site
generation solution in a single, holistic view.

• PowerRadar brings your energy solutions together
into one integrated platform that helps you simplify
your energy management.

• Monitor generation, import, and consumption data
in real-time to ensure your on-site generation solution
is performing to the required standards.

Demonstrate ROI with data:

• Breakdown of on-site generated power versus
grid power in real-time.

• A variety of KPIs, including cost savings and carbon
reporting, provide you with a more detailed
understanding of the benefits of your on-site solution.
• Confidently track performance and demonstrate
the ROI of your investment.

View data
by site level
or all sites

Monitor
generation in
real-time

View cost
savings and
report on
carbon

View
generated
power vs grid
power in
real-time

View
generated
power over
30 days

Weekly view
of consumption
and generation
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Why choose Centrica Business Solutions
Always looking out for you

There when you need us

We are committed to providing the highest standard
of aftercare service for your asset.

Employ the largest team of mobile service engineers in the
industry – our truly nationwide coverage enables us to deliver
a rapid response.

We combine knowledge and experience with a strong
commitment to customer care.
Apply industry-leading technologies, such as our
best-in class smart control system for remote monitoring.

We also hold over £1m in vital spares within the UK,
which can be delivered next day across the country.

These technologies enable us to gather and analyse over
200 data points on the performance of your product
– and advise on improvements.

Keeping you in control
Dedicated Account Managers serve as your direct point
of contact so you can get the best out of our service.
Clear and comprehensive saving and performance reports
ensure you’re getting the best return and operating
your asset at the optimal times.
Flexible service agreements give you the specific levels
of support you need – with clear and predictable pricing
for ease of budgeting.
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About Centrica Business Solutions
Partner with us and build your energy pathway
to becoming a more sustainable business.
Our role is to understand your business and identify
how our solutions can help you achieve your objectives.
Our unique approach brings together the expertise of our
people and the power of distributed energy, helping
organisations across the globe to balance economic success
with environmental responsibility.
Our energy experts work with you to identify opportunities,
develop plans to realise them, and provide full service support
Building your Energy Pathway to the future.

centricabusinesssolutions.com
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